THE MOSUSE TRIO
Ronny Mosuse was born in Antwerp in 1971 as a son of a
Congolese father and a Belgian mother. At the age of 16, he and two
of his brothers found their first band The B-Tunes. Together with Bart
Peeters, a famous Belgian tv host and singer, they form The Radios.
In the 90’s they have number one hits in different countries and sell
over a 100,000 records.
In 2000 his brother Robert dies of cancer. Ronny salutes him on his
second solo album "Stronger" (2002), a record with intimate songs
about death and confusion, love and life, loss and expectations.
Ronny confirms as one of the best Belgian songwriters. In 2004 he
records his first solo album in his mother tongue, „Altijd Oktober”
(Always October), combining intimate songs with more ironic songs.
Aram Van Ballaert is an outstanding classical guitar player and
professor. In 2002 he releases his first solo album ‚Danza’, a
beautiful mix of South American and Spanish guitar music. In 2005,
Van Ballaert releases his second solo album ‘Tri’, a triptych for
classical guitar with music from Russia, Argentina and Eastern
Europe. He played in Europe, Africa and the Middle East. As a
professor classical guitar at the Leuven University College of Arts LUCA he teaches future music therapists. On top of that he’s a
celebrated film music composer.
Klaas Gaublomme studied classical piano but learned to play the
accordion on his own. He’s a gifted musician and has ”a good ear”.
He’s also earned his degree as an artist and label manager in the
international music industry. As a mutual friend of Aram and Ronny
he proposes them in 2006 to work together.
As a result in April 2006 Ronny Mosuse forms the Mosuse Trio with
Aram and Klaas. In that same year they play a series of concerts in
the Democratic Republic of Congo as part of a major action against
AIDS.

The Mosuse Trio proves to be a winning concept: once back home,
all concerts are played in that form. The new songs, inspired or taken
out of Central Africa, form the basis of the new album “Allemaal
anders” (2008). The main ingredients are Mosuse's soulful baritone,
the wonderful guitars of best buddy Aram and companion de route
Klaas Gaublomme on keyboards and accordion. Together the
MosuseTrio have already played many concerts at home and abroad.
They continuously enrich their repertoire with songs and melodies
from around the world, including Turkey.

METTE KIRKEGAARD
Mette Kirkegaard sings songs for runaway hearts and dreamers – in the
genre Nordic Americana - in Danish and English. Mette has received fine
reviews for her music recordings as well as her live performances. There is a
Scandinavian touch in her remarkable voice. Mette grew up surrounded by
Anglo-American 60-70 ´s folk music. Mette has performed in many countries,
and in her home country at Skanderborg and Tønder folk festival.
She often is referred to as the Nordic Joni Mitchell.
Her music is refreshing, convincing, varied and heartfelt, Dr. Karlton Hester,
composer.

